We have studied the four-fermion processes e + e ? ! eeee, ee , ee , , , eeqq and qq with the L3 detector at LEP. For an integrated luminosity of 36 pb ?1 , corresponding to 960,000 hadronic Z decays, we nd a total of 67 candidate events. The rate and kinematical distributions are found to be consistent with rst order Monte Carlo calculations based on the Standard Model. No signi cant structure is seen in the dilepton invariant or recoil mass spectra.
Introduction
In this paper we present a study of the four-fermion processes e + e ? ! eeee, ee , ee , , , eeqq andat p s ' M Z . Within the Standard Model (SM) there are many processes which can result in these four-fermion nal states. At the Z resonance, with all nal state particles being detected, the main contribution comes from the conversion of a virtual bremsstrahlung photon in the initial or nal state (Fig. 1 ). Rates and kinematical distributions for such SM processes have been evaluated 1, 2] . Four-fermion events have an important potential for discovery of any particle coupled to the Z. In L3 a pure sample can be obtained and the good energy/momentum resolution for leptons can be used to search for new particles coming from processes such as e + e ? ! Z ! XZ !``ff, where X or Z decay into an``or ff pair. In addition, it is important to check the SM predictions because these channels form an important background for Higgs searches 3, 4] .
The above channels have been studied earlier at LEP 5] . An L3 search for the e + e ? ! andchannels is described elsewhere 4] . For this analysis we used 36 pb ?1 of data taken around the Z peak, at center of mass energies between 88. 5 and 93.7 GeV, during the LEP 1991 and 1992 runs. The data correspond to 960,000 hadronic Z decays.
The L3 Detector
The L3 detector is designed to measure electrons, photons, muons and jets produced in e + e ? reactions with good spatial and energy resolution. Starting from the interaction point, the L3 detector is composed of the following subdetectors: a time expansion chamber (TEC) for tracking charged particles (13 o < < 167 o ); an electromagnetic calorimeter (ECAL) composed of Bismuth Germanium Oxide crystals, consisting of a barrel (42 o < < 138 o ) and endcaps (10 o < < 37 o and 143 o < < 170 o ); a hadron calorimeter (HCAL) with uranium absorber and proportional wire chambers (5 o < < 175 o ); a muon spectrometer (MUCH) consisting of multi-wire drift chambers (35:8 o < < 144:2 o ). These detectors are installed in a 12 m inner diameter solenoidal magnet which provides a uniform magnetic eld of 0.5 T along the beam direction. A detailed description of the detector and its performance is given in ref. 6 ].
Event Selection
Below we present our selection of the four-lepton channels followed by channels with quark pairs.
Four-Lepton Events Preselection
A preselection common to all four-lepton channels is applied. We require: less than 20 calorimetric clusters (rejectingevents);
for the total event energy, E tot : E tot = p s > 0:35 (rejecting beam-gas events and twophoton events with large missing energy); for the number of TEC tracks, N TEC : 4 N TEC 8 (rejecting Bhabha, dimuon andevents). 2
An important residual background is e + e ? ! + ? events, in particular + ? events with 1+3 and 3+3 prong decay modes. To reduce this background, we use the fact that, due to the boost of a highly energetic , the angles between its decay products will be small. Examining the azimuthal angles of the tracks, , we cut on the angle spanned by a group of tracks, .
We reject 4-track events if < 0:2 rad for any group of 3 tracks. We reject 6 (or 5) track events if we can group these tracks into two groups of 3 tracks (or one group of 3 and one of 2) and both groups have < 0:2 rad. Background event samples are generated using BABAMC 7] for Bhabha events, for dimuon and + ? events, and JETSET 9] for hadronic events. The response of the L3 detector is modeled with the GEANT3 10] detector simulation program which includes the e ects of energy loss, multiple scattering and showering in the detector materials and in the beam pipe. Hadronic showers in the calorimeters are simulated with the GHEISHA 11] program.
Particle Identi cation
We make an exclusive analysis. Because of the expected low rates these identi cation criteria are rather loose. We use the following categories: , e, and jets.
Muons are detected and measured by the muon chambers and are required to point to the interaction point. Muons which have low energy or are outside the angular coverage of the muon spectrometer are identi ed using minimum ionizing particle (mip) tracks in the calorimeters associated with a TEC track having p > 1 GeV. or e candidates are identi ed by requiring an ECAL cluster with an energy larger than 50 MeV. We de ne E ECAL (E HCAL ) as the energy measured in ECAL (HCAL) in a cone of half-angle centered on the direction of the e or candidate; we require E HCAL =0:1 rad < 0:05E e , where E e is the measured energy of the particle assuming it is an e or . An e candidate is required to be associated with a TEC track.
A jet is de ned as a cluster of particles having at least one TEC track, one ECAL cluster and E jet > 1 GeV.
Event Classi cation
Using the above criteria, we require:
for the eeee sample, four electrons; for the ee sample, two electrons and two muons; for the sample, four identi ed muons, of which at least two are identi ed in the muon chambers. The total energy of the leptons (plus the energy of photons, if any) must exceed 80 GeV.
The classi cation of four-lepton events with a pair is more involved because of the complications of the di erent decay modes, and because of a remaining contamination by e + e ? ! + ? events. We therefore require electrons to be isolated from jets and mips by an angle e > 0:30 rad and muons must be isolated from jets by an angle > 0:20 rad.
The SM four-lepton cross section increases with decreasing energy of the virtual photon. Four-lepton events therefore most often have two hard leptons and two soft ones. A + ? pair is in general the pair coming directly from the Z and carries the larger part of the event energy.
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The selection criteria of the channels are:
for the ee sample: (i) In channels where the 's decay exclusively into e's and 's, we select events with 4e, 3e+1 , or 2e+2 ( 's may be present, but no hadronic jets). Letting E lept be the summed energy of these leptons and E 2 the visible energy of the two candidates (the two most energetic e's, the most energetic e and , or the two 's for 4e, 3e+1 and 2e+2 events, respectively). We require: -for 4e : E lept > 0:7E tot ,E 2 > 0:4E tot and E tot < 80 GeV; -for 3e+1 : E lept and E 2 cut as above; -for 2e+2 : E lept , E 2 and E tot cut as above, and E e < E 2 . For the events with three e's we further require that the cone spanned by these e's have an opening angle larger than 0.3 rad; this rejects the + ? background where the pions of a 3-prong decay are largely absorbed by the BGO and feign e's.
(ii) In the channels with three isolated leptons and at least one jet (E jet > 3 GeV), we require 3e+jet or 2e+1 +jet to be present in the event. Assuming the jet and either the or the most energetic e (in the case of events with 3e's) to come from decays, we further require the angle between the 's to be at least 1.2 rad and E jet+lept > 0:5E tot . For events with 3e's, these e's should, as above, span an angle of at least 0.3 rad. for the sample: The selection of this channel is analogous to the one for e + e ? ! ee . At least one of the muons must be identi ed by the muon chambers. In addition, we include events with two isolated muons (both detected by the muon chambers) and two hadronic jets (E jet > 3 GeV), if the 's are separated by at least 1.2 rad and E 2 > 0:4E tot . To remove events with a photon which has converted in detector material or the beam-pipe, we require M ee > 50 MeV, where M ee is the minimum e + e ? invariant mass. In addition, we require for the distance, R, from the interaction point to the secondary e 
eeqq Events
We expect the dominant contributions to the eeqq nal state to come from the process e + e ? ! Z ! eeqq, where the is a bremsstrahlung photon. If the electron pair comes directly from the Z we expect at least one highly energetic, isolated e (`Bhabha-like' events); if thepair comes directly from the Z we expect a high multiplicity hadronic event with two moderately isolated e's (`2e-inclusive' events).
An important ingredient of the event selection is the electron identi cation. However, due to larger backgrounds, more severe selection criteria than in the four-lepton selection are used. For the electrons we require E e > 3 GeV and the lateral energy distribution of the ECAL cluster to be consistent with the shape of an electromagnetic shower as determined from test beam studies.
We select events with at least two electrons, E tot > 50 GeV (to reject + ? background) and the number of TEC tracks > 4 (to reject radiative Bhabha events). We now select`Bhabha-like' eeqq events by imposing the following additional cuts:
For the most energetic electron: E e > 0:35 p s and E ECAL+HCAL 30 < 0:1E e ; and for the second most energetic electron E ECAL+HCAL 15 < 0:5E e (rejecting the inclusive electron background). Here the energy of the electron itself is excluded from the cone energy. 4
To select`2e-inclusive' events we use the following criteria: At least one electron must be isolated in a cone of 30 o half-angle and a second one should be isolated in a cone of 15 o , according to the following criteria: no other tracks (in only); no HCAL clusters; at most one other ECAL cluster; E ECAL+HCAL 30 or 15 < 0:1E e (where tracks and clusters from other electron candidates are excluded here). To safely remove photon conversions in the detector we nally impose: M ee > 2 GeV. Fig. 2 shows an example of an eeqq event.
qq Events
The main background to four-fermion e + e ? ! + ?events are hadronic decays of the Z with two opposite-sign muons coming from semileptonic decays of hadrons. Further, fake muons can arise in hadronic events when a hadron punches through the hadron calorimeter.
To isolate e + e ? ! + ?events, we require two opposite-sign muon tracks in the spectrometer coming from the interaction point. To reduce punchthrough, the muons must have a momentum of at least 3 GeV.
In 
Monte Carlo Modeling
To calculate the e ciencies and backgrounds for our selections, and to compare our data with the SM predictions, we use the FERMISV MC generator 2]. This generator includes all lowest order diagrams involving Z and photon propagators, thus including t-channel and two-photon physics (multiperipheral) contributions. Interference e ects are also included. Initial and nal state radiation are included in a leading-log approximation. Electroweak radiative corrections are calculated using the improved Born approximation. It should be noted, however, that QCD contributions are not included.
Four-Lepton MC The cuts applied at the generator level to ensure e cient and reliable performance of the generator are: 15 o < e < 165 o and M ee > 50 MeV, where M ee is the e + e ? invariant mass; 15 o < < 165 o and E > 1 GeV; 10 o < < 170 o . The muon energy cut removes very soft muons which are absorbed by the calorimeters too quickly to be accurately identi ed. With these cuts, the following e ective cross sections (at the Z peak) are obtained 1.9, 1.9, 1.2, 0.5 and 0.5 pb for eeee, ee , ee , and , respectively. The multiperipheral contributions to these cross sections are typically a few percent. 1) . An estimate of this cross section is required in order to have a more reliable``qq cross section when M1 GeV. This process also contributes to the background of four-lepton nal states when charged pions fake electrons. We use the FERMISV generator to create MC samples for these processes: we generate```0`0 (`0 6 =`) events (with M``> 50 GeV and 10 < `;`0 < 170 ) and replace the`0`0 system by a if m`0`0 m (m is drawn from the proper Breit-Wigner distribution). 
Results

Four-Lepton Events
The number of observed events in each of the four-lepton channels are shown in Table 1. Table 2 presents the selection e ciencies and misidenti cation probabilities determined by passing the MC events through the selection criteria. Table 1 also lists the MC predictions after convolution with the results in Table 2 . In the ee channel we nd 1:2 1:2 background events from Z! qq, and 3:0 1:2 events from Z! . In total we observe 43 events compared to an expectation of 48:8 3:6 events.
The observed numbers of events are stable against reasonable variations of the selection cuts. The corresponding e ciency variations result in a 5% uncertainty. We add another 11% error due to uncertainties in the MC modeling of time dependent detector ine ciencies and MC statistics. The error on the ee and background is dominated by the uncertainty in the cross section and the generation procedure for these processes. We conclude that the observed number of four-lepton events are in good agreement with their expected values. Table 1 : The number of observed events in the individual 4 lepton classes, the 4 lepton MC prediction with statistical and systematic errors combined, and the backgrounds for each event class. Table 2 : E ciencies (diagonal elements) and misidenti cation probabilities (mixing between process (row) and observations (column)) in %.
To quantify deviations from the SM we de ne V to be the e + e ? or + ? pair with the lowest invariant mass. Results of regrouping the observed four-lepton events in``V classes are shown in Table 3 . No excess of events is found in the four-lepton channels with a + ? pair. The observed kinematical distributions also agree with those expected from SM processes. For example: Fig. 3a shows the distribution of cos `V , where `V is the smallest angle between a lepton and the V ; Fig. 3b shows the acoplanarity distribution of the two most energetic leptons (for eeee, ee and only); Fig. 4 shows the distribution of the minimum and maximum dilepton invariant mass, M min (`+`?) and M max (`+`?), respectively. There is no signi cant clustering in any of the dilepton mass spectra. Fig. 4a , however, shows several events with a rather high M min (`+`?); Table 4 compares the observed number of such events, as a function of a lower limit on M min (`+`?), to the number of expected events.`V Observed Expected events events eeV 20 22:6 2:6 V 10 12:3 1:9 V 13 13:9 2:5 Table 3 : The result of regrouping the four-lepton events in``V categories (see text). Table 4 : The number of observed events, as a function of the lower limit on the minimum dilepton mass in four-lepton events, M min (`+`?), compared to the SM expectation (see Fig. 4a ).
eeqq Events
Combining the`Bhabha-like' and the`2e-inclusive' event selection, we nd 18 events. Using the MC samples for eeqq events, we nd an overall eeqq e ciency of 29:9 2:5%, where the error is due to MC statistics, to variations in the e ciency when varying the selection criteria within a reasonable range and to uncertainties in the MC modeling of detector ine ciencies. The expected number of eeqq events is then 15:0 1:2. This value does not include QCD corrections. From MC studies we expect less than 1.3 background events from + ? plus qq. The observed number of eeqq events is in agreement with the SM expectation. Figs. 5 and 6 show the acollinearity angle and the invariant and recoil mass distribution of the electron pairs; the distributions are consistent with the expectations. No structures are observed in the mass distributions.
As a check, an independent analysis is performed for the`Bhabha-like' part of the eeqq channel, the cuts on the cluster and track multiplicities are loosened (we require a minimum of 3 tracks instead of 5). Background is rejected by requiring that the clusters which are not associated with the two most energetic electrons, are isolated from the latter and not compatible with coming from electrons, 's, or converted 's. We expect a total number of 13 3 events. We select 17 events from the data (7 four-track events).
qq Events
With the selection criteria as described above, we nd 6 events in our data. Using the fourfermion e + e ? ! + ?MC we expect to observe 5:0 0:2 events. MC studies show that backgrounds from qq, + ? and other sources are negligible. In Fig. 7 we show the + ? invariant mass and the mass of the recoiling system. These distributions, and the total number of observed events, are in good agreement with the expectations.
Conclusions
We have studied the processes e + e ? ! eeee, ee , ee , , , eeqq andat LEP. We observed 43 events in the four-lepton channels and 24 events in the``qq channel. The number of observed events and their kinematical distributions are found to be consistent with Monte Carlo calculations based on the Standard Model. No signi cant structure is seen in the dilepton invariant or recoil mass spectra. 
